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a specific parameter
doesn't have data. I'm
not even sure if this is
possible. var content =
await response.Content.

ReadAsStringAsync();
return await

content.ToString(); The
expected behaviour is to

be able to return the
error when the

req.parameters object is
empty or null. A: You can
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either use the long-hand
asynchronous version of
an operation, or you can
use the catch operator

directly on the
ReadAsStringAsync call,
which will result in an

error if it can't read the
file stream: public async

Task
GetContentAsync(string

request) { using (var
response = await httpCli
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ent.GetAsync(request)) {
return await response.Co
ntent.ReadAsStringAsync
(); } } public async Task
GetContentAsync(string

request, bool
isReqEmpty) { using (var
response = await httpCli
ent.GetAsync(request)) {
return await response.Co
ntent.ReadAsStringAsync

(); } } await
GetContentAsync(""); //
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Error on call: // await
GetContentAsync("",

false); Alternatively, you
could build a custom

AsyncResult and put it
into an Exceptions

property, something like:
public class MyException

: Exception { public
string Request { get; }

public
MyException(string
request, Exception
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cause) : base(String
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